
In order for Apple to maintain their continued supremacy 
in the market they need to continue to design and 
manufacture new, innovative products. In 2017 Apple 
need a suite of new products that ultimately will secure 

them the upper edge against their market competitors for 
years to come. 

Essentially what the graph to the left, shows is almost a 
decade of increasing iphone sales (from 2007 and 2015). 

However in 2016 there is a clear decrease in sales. It can 
be assumed that these iphone sales closely reflect that of 
Apple sales in general. 

Problem 
Apple have been leaders in the consumer electronics market for the past decade now. Apple are among the most successful 

companies of all time and are on the brink of becoming America’s first $1 Trillion (US) Dollar company. Last year, 212 million 
iPhones were sold globally. Despite this enormous amount of money Apple are bringing in, slowing iPhone sales have caused 
many to proclaim ‘the golden goose dead’. Experts explain how Apple are showing signs of diminishing growth and how Apple’s 
overall sales (particularly iPhone sales) are perhaps about to plato.

“Apple isn't going anywhere, the iPhone isn’t going anywhere, but it's potentially hit a saturation point, 

and that's the kind of thing that spooks investors. The numbers suggest we've hit "peak iPhone", the 

point in time where everyone who wants an iPhone already has one. As such, there's less potential for 

growth, which in turn, devalues a company.” — Alex Choros (IT Analyst)

Initial    Brainstorm 
To commence the commercial folio and begin considering which sort of product I should endeavour to design or redesign I 
sketched out an initial brainstorm. This essentially was a brief ‘ideas dump’, where I considered many different aspects to the 

design.

Unit sales of the Apple iPhone worldwide (2007 to 2016)
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Data retrieved from: https://www.statista.com/statistics/276306/global-apple-iphone-sales-since-fiscal-year-2007/
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Task    Brief 
The assigned and assessed 2017 task brief was a coherent, two part brief based on units 3 and 4. It consisted of both a 
commercial design and a influential design component. The first part of brief asked students to “design a new technology 

concept for Apple that complements their current products while, meeting current and future trends in the industry.” This brief 
also asked for a clear engagement with a specific target audience. Moreover the secondary, influential or advertising 
component to the design was directly linked to the first, and asked students to “develop a set of solutions for an advertising 
campaign around their subsequent product.

Folio Section Deadline Date

Unit 3 Folio — Commercial Design Component

Investigation / Research
Refinement & Extensive Research 

History, Style & Movement of Apple 
Target Audience

Mon 13 Feb

Concept Development Sketches & Annotations Fri 24 March

CAD Production
Build Design on CAD 

Assembly &CAD Drawings 
Superimpose product into environment

Wed 26 April

Presentation Unit 4 Folio Presentation Wed 3 May

Due: Wed 10 May

Unit 4 Folio — Influential Design Component

Investigation / Research
Advertisement Research 

Reestablish & reference targeted audience 
Other applicable research

Mon 3 July

Concept Development
Sketches & Annotations 

Survey Research 
SCAMPER Breakdown

Mon 10 July

Photoshop Production
Create designs using Photoshop and/or Illustrator 

Superimpose advetriments into environment
Mon 17 July

Presentation Unit 3 Folio Presentation Mon 7 Aug

Due: Wed 30 Aug

Planning 
A detailed, comprehensive progress plan ensures that the design is completed in the allocated / appropriate time frame. I set 
this schedule up as a tool to monitor my progress throughout the course of the design process.

Apple    Background    &    THE    APPLE    Style 
Apple is a multi-million dollar, multinational technology company that designs, 
develops and sells consumer electronics, computer software, and online services. 

Founded by Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak, the company was established in 1976 
with the release of the Apple I personal computer kit. 

Over the years Apple has developed a unique reputation in the consumer 
electronics market and has an enormous influence in the market itself. Those who 

use Apple electronics tend to be enthusiastic about the products and loyal to the 
company while those who have no experience with Apple’s products are often 
highly critical of them.

further     Brainstorm      
From this point, I narrowed my product selection down to three ideas.

iBelt 
The iBelt or smartbelt would be a personal piece 
of wearable technology that is easily adjusted 
around the waist. The product has the potential 
to monitor a daily step count, a individuals 
waistline measurement, their resting heart rate, 
etc.

Apple Drone 
In the past year or so, drones have become very 
prominent in our global society. Today drones 
are used for video recording, photography, 
entertainment, surveying, law enforcement and 
transportation. Based on this Apple could 
release a ‘drone inspired’ product.

Health Tracker 
This small, portable device could attach / plug-
in / connect wirelessly to a smart device (such as 
an iPhone) and monitor and record someones 
health.

What     Makes     IT     APPLE? 
All Apple products are somewhat similar in style. These products have matching softwares and user interfaces as well as an 
identical finish / shape on the product itself. The list below acknowledges such points that makes a product an ‘Apple product’.

• Superb, modern and consistent user interfaces 
• Same polished shinny silver finish to most products 
• A small selection of colours (not unlimited colours) 
• Even / balanced edges and chamfers
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https://forums.macrumors.com/threads/macbook-air-thunderbolt-display-vs-imac.1834685/page-3 
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